
Detail Itinerary

Kathmandu Pokhara Tour - Nepal Kailash Trekking Company says, Kathmandu to Pokhara tour is the
best tour in Nepal. Kathmandu to Pokhara tour is prepared, including Kathmandu valley sightseeing
of Swayambhunath, Kathmandu Darbar Square, Pashupatinath, Boudhanath, Bhaktapur and
Nagarkot. Kathmandu Pokhara tour can be included Bandipur, which lies on the way to Pokhara
from Kathmandu. Kathmandu Pokhara tour can do by flight or overland tour. The flight takes about
25 minutes and drive 6 to 7 hours, available tourist bus as well for the Kathmandu Pokhara tour.

Kathmandu is the capital of Nepal. Kathmandu is situated more eastern central zone accordingly
national map. Kathmandu valley is covered by UNESCO world heritage sites which are fully built
religiously temples, palaces and architectures. Kathmandu is historically valley and mythical. The
valley was a lake at that time and one of Tibetan saints flew into Kathmandu valley then cut a gorge
by his swords and drained water then able to settlement.  During this Kathmandu to Pokhara tour,
you will be visited Nagarkot as well as a sunrise trip. And another attraction is stopped for a night at
Bandipur . Bandipur is west from Kathmandu 143 km and east 57 km from Pokhara. Bandipur lies 8
km above Kathmandu to Pokhara highway. Bandipur is a Newari traditional hilltop village from
where you can see mountain view as well as countryside lifestyle of Nepal. There is a Paragliding
spot as well. So, Bandipur provides more attraction during Kathmandu Pokhara tour. Sarangkot is
one of the most places to visit in this Kathmandu Pokhara tour. We, Nepal Kailash Trekking suggest
not to miss Sarangkot during Kathmandu Pokhara tour.

Pokhara is the most famous town in Nepal. It is second popularity city in Nepal. Pokhara is the
cleanest city with several lakes such Fewa lake (Fewa Tal), Begnash Lake and Rupa lake.  Pokhara is
a tourist hub, an especially in the Fewa lakeside. Pokhara city is a point to starting and ending the
trekking of the Annapurna region, Dhaulagiri region, and Mustang region.  You can see panorama
Annapurna Mountains such Machhapuchhare (fishtail), Annapurna South, Annapurna II, III, IV.
Sarangkot which brings you closer  to the Mountain views, as well as more mountains, can be seen.
 Pokhara where are lots of places to visit, the world Shanti Stupa, Devi’s fall, international
mountaineering museum etc. Thus, Kathmandu Pokhara Tour offers really comfort and enjoyment
tour in Nepal. Kathmandu Pokhara tour known as a Nepal honeymoon tour also.

Trip Facts
Trip Duration: 8 days●

Primary Activity: Tour●

Max. Group Size: 25●

Min. Group Size: 1●

Starts Point: Kathmandu●

Ends Point: Kathmandu●

Trip Grade: Easy●

Max. Height: 2200m●

Accommodation: Hotel●

Season: All seasons●

Detail Itinerary

Day 01: Arrival at Tribhuwan International Airport, Kathmandu, Nepal - Kathmandu Hotel



overnight
Nepal Kailash Trekking Company’s, one of the representatives pick you up by private vehicle from
Tribhuwan International Airport of Kathmandu, Nepal and transferred to your hotel. Get
refreshment and free time or if your arrival is in the morning or early afternoon then can be visited
one of the places of sightseeing place.

Day 02: Kathmandu sightseeing, Kathmandu hotel overnight
After breakfast, your city tour guide picks you up from your hotel for sightseeing of
Swhoyambhunath, Kathmandu Darbar Square, Pashupatinath, Boudhanath. These are the most
famous places for sightseeing in Kathmandu valley and listed in the world heritage site UNESCO.
Swoyambhunath is located at the top of the hill, the place is known as monkey temple also.
Swoyambhu is a religious place for both Hindu and Buddhist.  You can see scenic huge valley which
is full (mostly) buildings.  Such, you will be visited Kathmandu Darbar Square, it’s a palace at the 
time and historically old temples as well as living goddess home. This house called Kumari Ghar.
During your sightseeing, Pashupati Nath temple also visiting. Pashupatinath is a Hindu Temple. It s
not allowed go inside of the main temple for a foreigner. Lots of Indian people used to come here for
their religious.  Pashupati Nath is symbolized of Lord Shiva. Another attraction is Bouddhanath
which is the biggest Stupa in the world. It is for Buddhist sight. Evening return back to Hotel.

Day 03: Sightseeing of Bhaktapur, Chagunarayan and Nagarkot Overnight
Around the same time, your city tour guide will pick you up from the hotel and visit Bhaktapur
Darbar Square and Chagunarayan temple. Bhaktapur is the most architecture with old palace and
temples.  Chagunarayan is located little away to the west-north about 5 km approximately from
Bhaktapur.  Chagunarayan is a historical temple and valley view point.  Then come back to
Bhaktapur for Nagarkot. Nagarkot is hillside and it is a popular tour in Nepal. Nagarkot is a Place
for sunrise view, And it is panorama snowcapped across the valley. You can see the range of
mountains like Annapurna, Manaslu, Ganesh Himal, Langtang, Gaurishankar and the Far East
corner Mt Everest.  Overnight at Nagarkot Hotel.

Day 04: Nagarkot to Bandipur Via Kathmandu – Bandipur hotel overnight
After breakfast, Drive for Bandipur via Kathmandu valley.  You will be driving along the Prithivi
highway with scenic countryside as well as Trishuli and Marshyangdi River. Driving duration is four
hours (approximately).  This driving tour in Nepal is quite adventurous for a foreigner.  It takes
about half an hour drive to Bandipur from the highway (Dumre).

Day 05: Bandipur to Pokhara, hotel overnight
Today, your drive duration will be two hours to Pokhara. Pokhara is a beautiful city with snowcapped
mountains to the north. You reach around lunch by relaxing tour. This is why,  you may walk
Lakeside same day. Overnight Hotel Pokhara.

 06: Sarangkot and afternoon Pokhara sightseeing, hotel overnight
Today, you have to wake up an early morning and drive to Sarangkot for the best mountains view
and chance to see much closer than Pokhara and the best view of the Pokhara valley.  If you have
flexible time then may plan stay a night at Sarangkot.  Afternoon, sightseeing of Devi’s fall, the
world peace Shanti Stupa, boating at Fewa lake.  Overnight Pokhara Hotel

Day 07: Drive back to Kathmandu, hotel overnight
Drive back to Kathmandu. Continue to drive Approximately 5 to 6 hours. Overnight Kathmandu
Hotel.

Day 08: Departure day
We, Nepal Kailash Trekking Company transferred to the airport for your onwards destination with



wishing by Kailash for a nice journey.  The programs end. 

Cost Includes

Cost Excludes


